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There were two best friends they have dreams which came true at the same time. Jack and John were in a neighbourhood but they didn’t know each other because they were young. Then J J started to go the same school studied at the same class. Jack and John meet at class and they now they are a hood then they start to go together home to school and at the free go park chill there. After a while Jack and John Made automatically connection. They are always together and everybody is happy loved them in school or outside school because they are very generous, caring helping each other and faithful to other people.

Also some bad people were jealous about them they didn’t like their relation. They talk bad about them when see them happy feel bad and bullied them but JACK & John they don’t care about the people what they said or how they act just looked to the good people who like them and what they have done together. J J promised to be friends for ever but there was one thing which made them unlucky it was a dream they had different dream. So now they didn’t go together until the end. The bad people were very happy about their dream. They thought won’t be friends anymore, but MR Jack & John were like twins brothers they had strong root to cover them to protect their relationship. So it was easy for them whatever happened.

AFTER a while they grew up and time came to gone different ways. John stopped going school because he’s dream was to become a famous singer. He get opportunity joined one team and started to take a course. JACK continued his education because he wanted to be a lawyer. When John stopped coming to school jack been alone but he didn’t think to make other friends he knew they won’t be same like john loyal to him. John thought same like him as well. They had incredible relation. JACK and John met together. They walked around the hood going out for coffee. They did same like before what they did when they were studied together. They were amazing friends and hard workers as well.

After time and hard work Jack and John now it’s going to be bright after dark. So after work hard they get what they want. John he became a famous singer
and he made his own songs and he started to show concert in the world. Jack as well he graduated as a lawyer in university. He became great lawyer which means he got his dream job and started to work. The people who liked them were really happy for them. Also the other people who didn’t like them were sad. Jack & John finished everything they didn’t let anyone between them. They didn’t made new friends. They were lovely friends and everyone on everywhere people talking about them they been example in a hood.